Chapter 5 - Aww yeah,...Baby?

After the relatively short car ride back home, Tails and Ebony piled all of the stuff into each other’s arm and carried everything into Tails’s room.

“So, where the heck are you gonna put all of this stuff so no one finds it?”  Ebony asked.

“I’ve got a nice little hiding spot under my bed.  The clothes can go in the closet.”  Tails said pushing his bed over a couple feet.

“Really, under your bed?  That’s gotta be the worst spot you could hide this stuff!”  Ebony said hanging up the onesie she had bought him.

“Not under my bed,” Tails said as he moved a piece of flooring to reveal an electronic lock, “a safe under my bed.”

“Wait, why the heck do you have a safe under your bed?  And one this advanced too.”

“I use it to keep my valuables in,” Tails said as he punched in a code, “and what can I say, making stuff like this is child’s play for me.”

With the code punched in, a large section on the floor moved out of the way to reveal a safe about 2 feet deep.

“Wow, you’ve got a lot of pictures in here.”  Ebony said as she picked up a picture of Tails as a baby sleeping in his mother’s arms.

“Yeah, I’ve got a lot of memories in here.  My mom had that picture taken when I was a year old.”  Tails said getting a little misty eyed.

“You okay there?”

“Oh, yeah.  Just, something in my eye.”  Tails said rubbing his eyes a bit.

“Sure there is.  Now what’s really the problem?”  Ebony asked putting her hand on Tails’s shoulder.

Tails let out a sigh.  “It’s just, my parents are so busy all of the time that we never get any actual ‘family’ time together.  It’s been like that since I was 6, they both got fulltime jobs and I’ve been stuck between babysitter after babysitter.  I mean, Sonic’s been there for me for as long as I can remember, but he’s my best friend, not my mom or dad.”

“I know how you feel,” Ebony said sitting next to Tails, “my brother and I didn’t get adopted until we were about 6.  Even though the caretakers at the orphanage loved us like their own children, it never felt like we got the same love as their actual children.  Every time someone got adopted before us it always made us really sad, seeing our friends with their new families, it just got disheartening for us.  But our adoptive parents love us and all of our quirks.”

“I guess I shouldn’t be complaining, at least I never lost my parents.”

“Yeah, but hey enough of the sadness, why don’t we get some food going?”  Ebony said trying to lift the gloomy atmosphere.

“I guess, I am pretty hungry.”  Tails said as they both got up and started heading upstairs.

Ebony headed into the kitchen and started looking for some food to make while Tails headed into the living room to watch some TV.

“You okay with beef and gravy on rice?”  Ebony called from the kitchen.

“That’s fine with me.”  Tails called back.

“Okay, it’ll be a while before it’s done though.”

For the next half hour, Tails flipped through TV channels until he could find something interesting to watch.  As he channel surfed, he stopped on a channel that was playing one of those typical little kid shows.  After realizing that he was still wearing the pair of overalls and could clearly make out the thick diaper underneath it, he couldn’t help but blush a little and quickly changed the channel.

Once the food was finished, Ebony quickly looked around to make sure Tails wasn’t paying attention and took out a small white bottle from her pocket.  She took the lid off and started sprinkling a little bit of the powder on Tails’s food when all of a sudden she heard Tails from the other room.

“Is the food done yet?  Cause it sure smells like it.”  Tails said getting up from the couch.

Ebony was a little on edge and the unexpected remark from Tails made her jump a bit and spill a fair bit of the powder onto his food.  Without thinking she quickly mixed the powder into the food and shoved the bottle into her pocket just as Tails came up behind her.

“Hey you are done, thanks!”  Tails said grabbing the plate before Ebony could say anything.

Oh man, this could turn out badly.  Really REALLY badly!  Ebony thought to herself.

“Wow, this is really good!”  Tails said after a few bites.  “What did you put in it?”

“Oh uh, just some uh, spices I found in the cabinet.”  Ebony said nervously.

Tails shrugged and kept eating while Ebony stood there biting her lip.

“Aren’t you gonna eat some?”  Tails asked as Ebony just watched him.

“Uh, no that’s fine, I’m not really hungry anyways.”

“Suit yourself.”

After about 5 minutes Tails finished eating and sat back down to digest his food.  Unfortunately, a moment after he sat down, his stomach started cramping up even worse than it had earlier that morning.  He waddled as quickly as possible to the bathroom, clenching his butt as tightly as possible.  Once Tails reached the bathroom, he quickly closed the door and tried to get the overalls off.  Ebony slowly followed him with a worried look on her face.

“You okay in there?”  Ebony asked as she reached the door.

“I, can’t, get these, stupid overalls off!”  Tails said with desperation in his voice.  “Come on the toilet is right there!  If I could just-”

Tails was cut off by the feeling of the warm mess quickly filling up the back of his diaper, making the obvious bulge in his pants even larger.  To make matters worse, with the back of his diaper now sagging from the mess, he also started wetting himself uncontrollably.  Once it was done, Tails opened the door and slowly walked out with tears in his eyes.

“Could-could you ch-change me?”  Tails stammered trying to hold back his tears as much as possible.

“Sure thing.”  Ebony said leading him into the living room.

Ebony cleared out a large enough space and laid down a changing mat onto the floor.  She fetched a fresh diaper and the changing supplies from another bag and set them next to the mat.

“Hmm, I don’t suppose you have a trashcan somewhere around here do you?”

“Th-there’s a d-diaper pail i-in my room.”

“Perfect, I’ll be right back.”  Ebony said trotting downstairs.  A minute later she came back up the steps with the pail in hand and set it next to the changing supplies.
“Alright hold still for a bit, I’m gonna have to get you out of those clothes.”  Ebony said as she started undoing the buttons on the overalls.

Tails simply nodded and wiped his eyes.  Once Tails was down to nothing but socks and a diaper, Ebony instructed him to lay on the mat.

“Do you want a pillow for your head?”

Tails nodded again and Ebony gave him a pillow to set his head on.  Once Tails was comfortable, or as comfortable as he could be in a wet and messy diaper, Ebony went ahead and started changing him.  Tails didn’t even bother blushing this time since he was still worked up about the accident.

“Well, I cleaned you up as much as I could with baby wipes.  The rest is gonna take a bath or shower.”  She said throwing the used diaper and wipes into the diaper pail.

“Th-thanks Ebony.”  Tails said reaching out to hug her.

“Save the hugs for when you’re clean okay.”

“Sorry, I’ll go take a shower now.”  Tails said kicking off his socks.

Once she heard the water running, Ebony breathed a sigh of relief and checked her own diaper.  She decided to get herself changed while Tails was still in the shower and made herself some food.

After about half an hour, Tails emerged from the bathroom all clean and poofy from drying himself off.  Tails walked back into the living room where Ebony was waiting with a fresh diaper in hand.  Tails laid back down onto the mat and Ebony slid the diaper underneath him, threaded his tails out the backside, rubbed the rash cream in, applied a generous amount of baby powder, and taped the thick padding around his waist.  Tails stood up and Ebony sprinkled a little more power into the crotch and butt of the diaper.

“I can’t tell you how good it feels to be in a clean diaper.”  Tails said as his tails swished from happiness making the diaper crinkle loudly.

“Okay crinkle-butt, you wanna put your overalls on or do you want something different to wear.”

“I think I’ll just stick with the diaper for now.”  Tails said giving himself a few pats on the butt.  “By the way, I’ve been meaning to ask you about something.”

“What is it?”  Ebony asked as Tails sat on the couch.

“It’s just, I’ve been having a lot of accidents over the last 2 weeks.  If it was just the occasional nighttime wetting then I wouldn’t be worried, but I haven’t woken up dry even once!  Plus, I’ve only been able to actually make it to the toilet twice during the daytime.  This didn’t start until you babysat me 2 weeks ago.”

“Are you saying that I’m the reason?”  Ebony said getting a little nervous.

“Not necessarily, but I don’t suppose you would know what’s wrong with me?”

Ebony couldn’t find the words to say and shifted her weight nervously.  She didn’t want to lie to Tails, but she was worried that he would hate her if she did tell him the truth.  She sighed deeply and decided to tell him.

“Actually, there’s something I should tell you.”  Ebony said reaching into her pocket.  “It’s no coincidence that you’ve been having all of these accidents.”

“What do you mean by that?  There’s no way you could have caused it, right?”  Tails said trying to laugh off the idea.

“Well, not without this.”  Ebony said tossing a bottle to him.

Tails caught the bottle and read the label.  “Incontinence Powder?  What the hell is this!?”

Ebony winced as Tails yelled at her.  “It’s something I slipped into your food 2 weeks ago, which would explain all of your accidents.”

Tails just looked at her with a bemused look.  “Why?”

“Well, I know how much you liked being in diapers again, so I just thought that maybe you wouldn’t mind.”

Tails was still fuming but tried to calm himself down.  “Well you could have told me at least.  But I’m guessing you put some more in my food tonight too.”

“Yeah, about that.”

“What?”  Tails asked worriedly.

“You see, one teaspoon of this stuff causes full incontinence for 2 weeks.  Every extra teaspoon after doubles the effect time.”

“And how much did you use this time?”

“That’s the problem, you kind of startled me when I was putting it onto your food.  Judging by the size of the pile I’d say no more than 5 teaspoons.”

“5!?  Let’s see, 2 weeks doubled five times-that’s almost 8 months!  I can’t be pissing and crapping my pants for 8 months!”  Tails exclaimed grabbing Ebony’s arms.

“I know I know!  I’m sorry, I really am!  If only I had been more careful!”  Ebony said burying her face in her hands.

Tails sighed and put his hand on Ebony’s shoulder.  “Well, there’s no way around it now.  At least it makes using my diapers that much easier.”  Tails said trying to sound optimistic.

“I guess you’re right, no turning back now.”

“I have a couple more questions though.  Firstly, will I go completely incontinent from being on this stuff for this long?”

“Hmm, I’m not sure.  I’ve never used the stuff myself to be honest, let’s just hope that it won’t cause any damage down there.”  Ebony said putting the bottle in the nearest bag.

“With 8 months of no control, I seriously doubt that.  Anyway; secondly, why did you buy all of those babyish clothes for me at the store?”

“Well, I was hoping we could have a little fun.”  Ebony said reaching into her other pocket.

“What do you mean by that?”  Tails asked.

“I was thinking that we could play a, game of sorts.  If you’d be okay with it that is.”  Ebony said handing him a pacifier.

“A, a pacifier?  Wait, what kind of game exactly?”

“Well, would you be interested in taking your little diaper fantasy a step further?”

“A step further?  You mean, dress up like a baby?”

“Not just dress up, but practically become one!”

“Like an adult baby, only not an adult?”

“Exactly, so whaddya say?”

Tails thought about it for a minute.  “Well, I guess I could try it.  I’ve always wondered what it would be like to be a baby again.”  Tails said grabbing the pacifier out of her hand.

“Awesome!  Don’t worry about a thing, I’ve done this with my brother more times than I can count.  Unfortunately, we don’t have a lot of baby stuff for you besides the pacifiers and clothes.”

“I found some old baby bottles in the cabinet next to the sink a few days ago, maybe we could use those.”  Tails suggested.

“Perfect!”  Ebony grabbed a couple of the bottles and nipples and set them on the counter.  “Alright, before we get started I’ll tell you what you can and can’t do while in ‘baby mode’.  You have to crawl everywhere at all times, no walking or flying, no coming to me when you need a diaper change, I’ll be giving you diaper checks every now and then, you’ll have to keep the pacifier in your mouth at all times unless you need to tell me something really important or need to be fed, if you lose your pacifier then use your thumb until I find it, as for food I will be spoon feeding you all of your meals, you can still play your videogames and surf the internet if you want, bedtime will be no later than 9, you can’t work on any sciency stuff, if you want to watch TV it will have to be little kid shows, you will get a bottle of warm milk to help you fall asleep, no showers, if you need to be cleaned I will give you a bath, and last but not least, no using the toilet, at all.  Any questions?”

“Just one, can I stop at any time?”

“Of course you can, if you want to stop just say the word.”

Tails looked at the clock on the wall which read 7 P. M.  “2 hours won’t be that bad, okay let’s do it!”  Tails said and popped the pacifier into his mouth.

Ebony chuckled as Tails crawled around the living room getting used to his new mode of transportation.  “You having fun there?”

Tails responded with a few nods of his head and some nuking from his pacifier as he happily sucked on it.  Tails crawled over to a toy chest sitting in the corner of the room and dug out a 3DS and a few games.  Ebony sat down on the couch and flipped the channel to the news as Tails plopped belly-down onto the floor and started playing his games.

“Sounds like there’s a chance of a thunderstorm tonight.”  Ebony said turning the TV up a bit.

At that Tails’s ears perked up and he turned around looking at Ebony with a frightened look on his face.

“What’s wrong?”

“Wightning scawy.”  Tails said having his words slurred a bit from the pacifier.

Ebony giggled a bit from how cute Tails sounded.  “Oh, you’re being serious aren’t you?”

Tails nodded.  “I’m scawed of wightning.”

“Well tell you what, if you get scared you can come up here and get me okay?”  Ebony said kneeling down.

“Tanks Ebony.”  Tails said giving her a hug.

For the next hour and a half, Ebony watched TV and Tails continued to silently play his videogame.  Ebony looked at the clock and got up from the couch and walked over to where Tails was laying.

“Time for a diapee check baby.”  She said tapping Tails’s shoulder.

Tails sat up and Ebony pulled the back of his diaper out.  She then slid a couple fingers down the front of the diaper to check how wet he was, and Tails was blushing through the whole process.

“Well you’re not messy, guess you got that all out of your system earlier, but you are plenty wet.  So let’s get your diaper changed and get you ready for bed.”

Tails crawled over to the changing mat and laid down the same as he did before and was in a dry diaper within minutes.  Tails was going to crawl off the mat when Ebony stopped him.
“Not yet, I’ve still gotta get you into your new pajamas.”  She said holding up the yellow sleeper Tails had been looking at in the store.  Ebony slipped Tails’s legs and arms into the sleeper, instructed him to stand up, and zipped up the back and let Tails take a look at himself.  

“Wow, dis is weawwy comfy.”

“I’ll bet it is, not very inconspicuous though.”  Ebony said pointing to the painfully obvious diaper bulge around Tails’s entire waist.

Tails blushed a little bit and got back onto his hands and knees.

Ebony walked into the kitchen, grabbed one of the baby bottles, filled it with some milk in the fridge, and popped it in the microwave for a bit.  Tails followed her into the kitchen and sat there wondering what she was doing.  Within a few seconds, the microwave beeped and Ebony took the bottle out.  She stuck her finger in the milk to make sure it wasn’t too hot and put the nipple onto the bottle.

“Alright, time for beddy bye baby.”  Ebony said as she lifted Tails off the floor and cradled him like a baby.

Tails was a bit surprised that Ebony picked him up and held him like this, he simply closed his eyes and clung onto her shirt sucking his pacifier.

Ebony carried Tails downstairs into his room and sat on the edge of his bed.  “Ready for your baba?”

Tails adjusted himself in Ebony’s arms, took the pacifier out of his mouth, and opened up wide.

“That’s a good baby.”  Ebony said popping the nipple into Tails’s mouth.

Tails closed his eyes and started sucking the warm milk from the bottle.  As the warm liquid flowed down his throat, Tails felt more relaxed than he had in a long time and lay limply in Ebony’s arms.

“Wow, you really are loving this.”  Ebony said wiping a little dribble of milk from the corner of Tails’s mouth.

Tails didn’t respond and simply kept drinking until the bottle was empty.

Even with the bottle empty, Tails continued to suck until Ebony pulled the nipple from his mouth.  Tails gave her a disappointed look.  “Sorry buddy, you sucked that thing dry.”  Ebony said putting the pacifier back into his mouth.

Tails let out a yawn, rubbed his eyes a bit, and snuggled closer to Ebony.

Ebony pulled back the sheets on his bed and tucked Tails in.  “Sleep tight baby.”  She said petting Tails on his forehead.  With Tails silently sleeping, Ebony closed the door and headed back upstairs to go to sleep herself.  She got herself dressed and closed the door to the spare bedroom.

“Well that was a fun night, I didn’t expect him to enjoy being babied so much.”  Ebony said to herself as she climbed into bed.  With one final yawn Ebony drifted off to sleep.

When morning came to, Ebony slowly got out of bed and quickly changed her diaper and threw some clean clothes on.  She walked into the living room and found Tails sitting on the couch watching cartoons.  “Morning Tails, did you sleep well?”

“Mowning, I swept weawwy good!”  Tails said turning around to greet Ebony with his tails swishing happily.

Ebony was surprised to see that Tails still had the pacifier in his mouth and looked what he was watching.  “Go Diego Go?”

“Yeah, dats a widdwe kid show wight?”  Tails asked blushing a bit.

“Yeah, you sure you don’t want a break from being a baby?”

“Why?  I weawwy wike it!”  Tails said happily.

“Well, I’ve got to leave in an hour or 2.  I’ve got somewhere important to be for a day or 2.”

“Oh.”  Tails said a little disheartened.  “Can you at weast gimme a diapee change?”

“Sure thing, let’s get you out of that sleeper first.”  Ebony said unzipping Tails from his pajamas.  “Same as last night.”

Tails laid down on the changing mat and let Ebony go about her business.  Ebony finished changing him, threw the used diaper into the pail, and helped Tails to his feet.

Tails took the pacifier out of his mouth.  “Thanks Ebony, we should totally do that again sometime!”

“I honestly didn’t think you’d enjoy it so much.  Now why don’t you help me get this all cleaned up, the other babysitter will be here in about an hour.”  Ebony said gathering all the changing supplies.  “Where do you want all of this stuff?”

“Let’s just put it all in my room.”  Tails said picking up the diaper pail and changing mat.

Ebony nodded and they carried the stuff down to Tails’s room and stashed it in his little vault.

“Keep a pack of diapers and some changing supplies out, I don’t want to go to the trouble of moving my bed every time I need a change.”  Tails said putting some diapers and supplies into his nightstand next to his bed and set his pacifier on his pillow.

Ebony hung his overalls and sleeper next to his onesie in the closet.

Tails threw on a t-shirt and some baggy wind pants to lessen the bulkiness of the diaper.

“What do you want for breakfast?”  Ebony asked as they walked back upstairs.

“Some bacon and eggs sounds good.”

“That does sound good, I’ll get right on that!”  Ebony said heading into the kitchen as Tails sat back on the couch.

For the next hour, Tails and Ebony sat at the table eating their breakfast and talking about what to do next time Ebony came to babysit him.  Once they were finished eating, the doorbell rang.

“I’ll get it.”  Ebony said walking over to the front door.  Ebony opened the door to see an older rabbit with her daughter besides her.  “You must be Vanilla and Cream?”

“I’m Vanilla and this is my daughter Cream.”  Vanilla said motioning to Cream.

“Hello!  Nice to meet you!”  Cream said shaking Ebony’s hand.

“And you must be Ebony right?”  Vanilla asked as she shook Ebony’s hand.

“That’s right, it’s nice to meet both of you.  Come on in.”  Ebony said inviting both of them into the house.

“Oh, hello Ms. Vanilla.”  Tails said nearly walking into them.

“Hello there Tails, it’s nice to see you again.”  Vanilla said smiling to Tails.

“Nice to see you too Ms. Vanilla, I see you brought Cream with you.”

“Yup, we’re both gonna be babysitting you!”  Cream said.

“I’m the only one doing the babysitting sweetie.”  Vanilla told Cream.

“So, how long will you be watching me for?”  Tails asked.

“Until Ebony gives me a call or if Sonic would be up for keeping an eye on you.  Speaking of which, here’s my number Ebony.”  Vanilla said giving Ebony a piece of paper.

“Thanks, I guess I’ll get out of your hair now.  Just let me grab my stuff and I’ll be on my way.”  Ebony said heading into the spare bedroom to gather all her stuff.  A few minutes later, Ebony came back with a few bags I hand.  “See you around kid!”

“See you later Ebony!” Tails said giving her a hug.  Tails watched as she drove down the street.

“Well, I’m gonna get us settled into the bedroom.”  Vanilla said as she and Cream walked into the spare bedroom.

Tails sat back onto the couch and changed the channel to something else.  For the rest of the morning, Cream and Vanilla just sat and talked to each other until Tails started to get bored of watching TV.

“I’m gonna go down to my room, call me if you need me for anything.”  Tails said heading downstairs.

“Okay, just don’t try to sneak out or anything.”  Vanilla jokingly said.

Tails entered his room, closed the door, and stripped his pants off so he was in nothing but his diaper, a shirt, and socks.  He checked his diaper quickly and hopped onto his bed.  He grabbed the pacifier off of the pillow, popped it into his mouth, and grabbed his laptop.  Tails surfed the internet for a couple hours until Vanilla called for him.

“Tails, dinner is almost ready!”  Vanilla called from upstairs.

Tails shut his laptop and slid his pants back on.  He was about to leave his room when he realized that the pacifier was still in his mouth.  “That could’ve been bad.”  He said tossing it onto his bed.  Tails headed upstairs and into the kitchen where Vanilla and Cream were busy making food.

“What’re you guys making?”  Tails asked as he came up behind them.

“Just some hamburgers and fries, hope that’s okay with you.”  Vanilla said grabbing some buns out of the fridge.

Cream took the fries out of the fryer and set them on a plate.  “There you go mom!”

“Thank you Cream, why don’t you set the table Tails?”

Tails nodded and set 3 places on the table for each of them.  Vanilla and Cream set the food on the table and they all took their places.

“So, anything new with you Tails?”  Vanilla asked.

“Not really, it’s been pretty quiet lately.  I’m actually surprised Eggman hasn’t tried to do anything recently.”

“It’s been nice having all of this peace and quiet, it’s actually given me some time to date again.”

“Been hitting it off with Vector I assume?”  Tails asked giving her an inquisitive look.

“Maybe.”  Vanilla said blushing a little bit.  “There’s no harm in giving him a chance is there?”

“Besides, Mr. Vector is really nice.”  Cream said.

“He’s a pretty cool guy, a bit annoying at times though.”  Tails said taking a bite of his hamburger.

“Not as annoying as Charmy can be.”  Cream said taking a sip of water.

Everyone laughed a bit from Cream’s remark.

“Well I think Sonic has been getting pretty bored with nothing to do lately.”

“How has he been doing?”  Vanilla asked.

“Other than being incredibly bored, he’s just been sightseeing.  Taking the time to appreciate the finer things in life rather than just run past them.  He asked me if I wanted to come with him, but I decided to stay home.”

“Why?  It sounds like a lot of fun.”  Cream asked.

“I still have a couple adjustments and repairs to make to the Tornado after the last mission I went on with Sonic, plus I haven’t found a chaos emerald to power it for extensive flights.”  Tails explained.

“Fair enough.”  Vanilla said starting to pile the dishes into the sink.

“You need any help washing the dishes?  We have a dishwasher you know.”  Tails asked.

“No that’s fine, I can take care of them myself.  It’ll give me something to do.”  Vanilla said giving Tails a warm smile.

“Okay, I’ll be in my room if you need me.”  Tails said before heading downstairs.

Cream went back into the living room and continued watching cartoons.

Once again, Tails closed the door to his room, stripped his pants off, and put the pacifier back into his mouth.  Tails went over to the TV on his wall and turned it and a game console on.  For the next couple of hours, Tails relaxed in his bed and played Assassin’s Creed until his stomach started growling, and not from hunger.

“Aww crap.”  Tails said quickly pausing his game.  He threw his pacifier onto the bed and quickly waddled to the bathroom just down the hall from his room.

Back upstairs, Vanilla had fallen asleep leaving Cream to herself.  She decided to go see what Tails was doing downstairs.  Upon seeing that his door was open, Cream crept into his room.  She was surprised to see that Tails was nowhere to be seen, but she did spot something unusual sitting on his bed.  She walked over to the bed and picked the odd thing up.

“A pacifier?  Why the heck would Tails have one of these?”  Cream asked with a very confused look.  

Just as she was about to leave, she heard Tails coming back.

“Ugh, glad I made it to the bathroom in time.”  Tails said waddling back to his room.

Cream panicked and quickly dove into Tails’s closet and closed the door.  Fortunately the closet light had been turned on.  Cream couldn’t see anything from inside the closet, but she could hear some kind of sucking sound.

“Is he, sucking on that pacifier?”  She quietly asked pressing her ear to the door to hear a little better.  She could barely make out anything specific once the game audio kicked back in once it was unpaused.  She shrugged her shoulders and decided to have a look at what Tails had in his massive closet.  “I would kill for a closet this big, I’d be able to keep all of my clothes nicely arranged too!”  She said marveling at how large the closet was.  She stopped for a moment and noticed a couple pieces of clothing hanging all on their own and took a closer look.  Before she could get close enough, her foot kicked something sitting on the floor that crinkled softly.  “What the, is this a diaper?”  She said bending down to pick it up when she noticed a whole stack of unused diapers sitting in the corner, about 5 counting the worn one she had kicked.  She got back up and examined the strange clothing.  “Footie pajamas, a pair of overalls, and…is that a onesie?!”  She exclaimed and quickly threw her hands over her mouth.

Tails looked up from his game for a moment and shrugged.

“Okay this is getting weird!  Why would Tails have all of this, baby stuff lying around?  Unless-”  Cream said taking a step back but slipped on the diaper and banged her head into the wall.

The sound made Tails jump a little bit.  “Something must’ve fallen down in there.”  He said getting up and walked over to the closet door.

Cream knew that her cover had been blown and decided to forget she saw anything and decided to bolt.  As her hand reached for the door handle, the door opened and Tails was standing in the doorway, wearing nothing but a thick diaper and a shirt with a pacifier stuck firmly in his mouth.

“Oh, uh, hi Tails.”  Cream stammered while rubbing her head upon seeing Tails dressed the way he was.

Tails’s face turned redder than a tomato, his jaw opened wide letting the pacifier drop to the floor, and his hands flew to his crotch to try and cover his diaper.

“Uh…I think you uh, dropped this.”  Cream said nervously picking the pacifier up.

Tails couldn’t respond, but any possible awkward silence was broken by the hissing sound of urine flooding Tails’s diaper.

Cream didn’t think that it was possible, but somehow Tails’s face got even redder as he wet himself.

“P-please don’t tell your mom.”  Tails pleaded quietly with a horrified look on his face.

